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Although the content right now isn't really about advanced chemistry (I saw they were planning the put quantum mechanics etc
in their next update though), I do recommend it for people who are just generally interested in chemistry like me. One of the
major pros for this software is the user interface. When searching for some good educational chemistry sites or programs, I was
really bothered by the lack of quality. The content right now may not seem too big, but if you search for non-professional
chemistry software on the interwebs, you won't find anything better than this.. I have a problem : in pariodic table mod I can't
see advanced info pls help me.. Good but I would expect a bit more for $15 not much 'interesting' content upload more info. I
got the feeling of having bought a 3D chemistry magazin. Yeah this idea can create money.. YES, dear Stephen %you get in the
history of such tools in some decades% we left over here on planet EARTH. Quantum Engine, we have discovered this software
right now, and btw you were the 'EINSTEIN' of our time.. The software lacks content and the available ones are so basic and
can be googled, easily and they are taken from there. The periodic table redirects you to Wikipedia. The videos redirect you to
someone else's Youtube videos. Molecule designer is just an image drag & drop thing, not a simulator. Also, there are only five
or six examples in each category; atomic, historical informations and laboratory equipments, etc and they are so basic. You can
read the whole contents in just 10 minutes. There are much better free contents on the internet (simulators, drawings, etc). The
trailer reveals partially this. But I didn't expect that. It deserves at most $1 or $2.
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